Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Jack
Lion Class
It is an absolute delight to give this term’s Excellence Award to Jack in recognition
of the progress he has made at this point in Year 3. It would be fair to say that Jack’s
focus in school hasn’t always been amazing in the past, but what a transformation!
Jack has worked so hard and has really started to show us the brilliant learning and
effort that he is capable of.
The presentation of Jack’s work is meticulous and he now rarely offers anything less
that his best effort in his written recording. His handwriting is neat and careful and
he lays out calculations accurately in Maths. He is writing longer pieces in English
and is now always proud of the work he has produced, understanding the value of
putting in that increased effort.
In Maths, Jack is keen to challenge himself and try harder tasks to ensure he is
successful in his learning. Again, it is lovely to see the pride he shows in tackling tricky
work and the outcomes he is capable of achieving. He shows an interest in other
subject learning and can make valid and useful contributions to discussion.
In addition to this excellent effort Jack is showing with his learning, it is important to
recognise what a lovely, kind, funny character he is too. Miss Snow remarked on
how much she enjoyed his super company during the recent Young Voices concert.
He is thoughtful to his classmates and will help anyone out or cheer them up if they
are unhappy. He even brought in roses for a few selected members of Lion Class
recently (shh!).
We have loved seeing the wonderful, positive changes in Jack so far this year and
are looking forward to seeing how much further the new, improved Jack will go!
Keep it up Jack, we are so proud of you!

Signed - Class teacher

